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 Date:  2006-07-16 
I am beginning today to revise this whole work and to answer the follow-up queries 
from p. 15. After this, I will look for Part 4, the last part of the questionnaire.  
 I have decided that, in order to save time and space, each example will 
consist of 3 lines: the 1st line will be the Lokaa example transcribed phonemically, 
the 2nd  the gloss  in a form to give grammatical info, and the 3rd line the translation. 
The gloss, for example, will give the subject (subj) of the sentence/clause; the verb 
will be given as ‘he-gathered’, as in the first example below, meaning 3sing. + past-
aorist form; obj stands for object, and sometimes you may have obj1 and obj2, 
which implies that the verb is taking 2 objects arranged in the order they appear in 
the sentence. Possessive adjectives or pronouns are simply glossed. I have decided 
that there is no need to put tone on the proper names serving as subject, since their 
tones or the tones of any other subject nouns have no impact whatsoever on the tone 
pattern of the verb they control in terms of number, that is, whether the verb is 
singular or plural, which is vowel harmony related. The perfective clitic k will 
simply glossed ‘has’ for sing. and ‘have’ for plu. The various forms imaa, bimaa 
meaaning ‘the, this, these, those’ will be simply glossed as diectic/diect. 
 Lines in which important corrections are made are asterisked. Explanations 
in bold are given where requests for them are made, otherwise close to the text being 
referred to for explanation. 
 I have gone through Seye’s transcription of what I submitted before in long 
hand, and I find I have to go through it line by line both to correct the mistakes and 
to add info requested by you for clarity or to meet your needs for analysis. Now I 
realise why this work has not been done earlier. It is not easy, and it is time 
consuming, time which you know I don’t have. But I am here in Paris for 2 weeks 
more to do my work, and so I will do this work as much as I can in between. The 
good thing is that I now have all the work in my computer and I can do it little by 
little until I complete it.  
 I am really sorry for the delay. But it is perhaps better late than never, as 
they say. Thanks for your patience. 
Alex.  
 
Part 2 An Inventory of Reflexive and Reciprocal Strategies 
 
1. Omini  - fuka                                    ye jo 
             subj.    he-gathered      obj.-himself   obj.-yams 
 ‘Omini gathered yams for himself’ 
 
2. Omini    - ka ba                        k 
             subj.     he-washed-himself    has 
 ‘Omini has taken his bath/ has had a shower’ 
 
3. Bn     bi ma a    ya -tni                  k     wo l   li b 
  subj       diectic   they-recognized  have  body  their 
 ‘Those children recognise themselves’ 
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2.1. Coreference in a single clause  
 
2.1.1 “Primary” reflexive strategy 
 
 A1. Omini      -kami       wo:l      li-wε            Poss-Agree Strategy 
         subj.       he-helped      body    his 
       “Omini helped himself.” 
 -/wo:l liwε/ is described by the informant as a classless NP (wol)  modified by a 
possessive adjective (liwe) that identifies both the class  (li-) and the person number 
features (here –wε) of the antecedent.  He  takes as evidence for its being two words the 
possibility of splitting  them up with another modifier while maintaining the 
reflexive  interpretation (example forthcoming). 
 
All this is not clear and definitely not correct. wo l, like all nouns in Lokaa, belongs 
to a class, although this noun does not carry its own class mark, but the possessive 
adj. li- w shows the class of the noun and agrees with it. The point of this strategy 
is that it is the poss adj that tells us whether the action of the verb is reflexive or not, 
that is, whether the action of the verb is on the subj  or on another obj noun. E.g. 
 (i) -nn ima  -kami     wo l   liw    Poss-Agree Strategy 
       subj    diect  he-helped body  his 
      ‘The man helped himself’ 
 (ii) ya-nn  bima  ya-kami    wo l  lib     Poss-Agree Strategy 
       subj         diect   they-helped body their 
       ‘The men helped themselves’ 
 (iii)  -nn ima  -kami     wo l   lib      No reflexive action 
         subj      diect he-helped  body their 
         ‘The man helped their bodies, and not, e.g. their property’  
In exx (i) and (ii), the poss adj shows that the obj nouns are sing and plu 
respectively, i.e. on the sing subj and plu subj respectively, so the action of the verb 
is reflexive. But in ex (iii), the obj of the verb is plu, whereas the subj is sing, 
therefore the action of the verb cannot be reflexive, as it is not on the ‘body’ of the 
subj. noun, which is sing. So the poss adj agreement is the key to whether the lang. 
wants the verb to be reflexive or not.   
 
2.1.2 (no data) 
2.1.3  A2 (a) Omini   -kabai                             Null Obj Strateg.y Very limited verbs 
                      subj.   3sg-wash himself 
  “Omini is washing himself.” 
 (b) Omini  o -bə     ε         kε ŋ kŋ    Dir. Obj-Agree Strategy.Wide distribution   
                  subj.    he-cut   him     knife 
                 “Omini cut himself with a knife.” 
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       *(c) Omini   o-nə i      bo:ŋ      lε nε njε :na       No reflexive construction 
      subj.  he-did   thing     of shame 
     “Omini did something shameful.” 
          (d) Omini   o -kə bi             wo:l    li -wε  
      subj.    he-destroyed   body   his  
      “Omini destroyed himself.”  
         *(e) Wo :l    li-m:n   li -tum       li-knni      m:n 
      bodies  our         they-very   they-hate     us 
      “We hate ourselves.” (lit. “Our bodies dislike us very much.”)  
* The informant identifies the ‘us’ (dir. object) as a resumptive pronoun. The 
following is your comment on this example, as lifted from p. 19 or s: 
2.1.3 A2e. This is a very intriguing example because of the fronting and because the 
agreement seems to me out of the ordinary. Why does “ourselves” give 1pl agreement 
with the object, but 3pl for the subject, which is apparently pro-dropped here? I would 
have expected 1st person subject agreement. The topic analysis for verb final 
constructions that Mark Baker has just written about might apply here, though I have no 
idea what triggers it in this case. Might the third person agreement be a result of 
agreement with a topic (a remnant VP topic in Mark’s analysis). So in other words, I 
want to know about the agreement pattern (would subject agreement with 1pl be *?) and 
whether topicalization and resumption, if that is what it is, is necessary here - provide an 
example without it to show what happens. Judging from the next section, it appears that 
this fronting is something that happens with a certain subclass of psychological predicates 
(as appears to be suggested by your comment on A4a) - what do you think ? 
As you can see from the literal translation, there is no fronting at all. The problem 
arises because of the verb /knni/ ‘to be hated’. The way it occurs in Lokaa poses 
a problem for translation. The person hated is the subject of the verb, while the 
person hating occurs as object of that verb. Thus, ‘I hate you’ comes out as ‘You 
hate me’, which really means ‘You are hated by me’, except that I become the object 
of the verb and you the subject. In the example in question, we are hating our 
bodies, so our bodies /Wo:l    li -m:n /  occurs as subject, while ‘we’ now occurs as 
object /mn/. Look at the following example: ‘We hate them’ comes out this way: 
 /ya-knni     mn/ 
 they-are-hated  us 
 ‘We hate them’ 
 bn     bima ya-knni        mn 
 NP-subj. diect.  3Plu.-Vb-stem   Obj. 
 children those   they-are-hated  us 
 ‘We hate those children’ 
‘they-are-hated’ does not translate the verb well, because the verb in Lokaa is 
transitive. Another example: 
 m-bla      n-knni       y-nn 
 subj.          3p-Vb-stem    obj. 
 dogs          they-are-hated  chicken 
 ‘Chicken hate dogs’ 
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2.1.4 A3 (a) a-j:n   -tŋa      obə      a -me ri  
        subj.      he-talked  with   Mary 
       “John spoke to Mary.”  
*-the /a-/ prefix on  /jn/ and /meri/  occurs whenever a proper name, functioning 
as subject of a clause or preceded by obə , begins with a consonant. 
 
 (b) obia      -tøŋa       -ba ŋŋa       wo:l   li-wε  
      subj.      she-spoke   it-is-about   body   her 
      “Obia spoke about herself.” 
*/-baa/ is a fixed verb that accompanies the verb ‘to talk/ speak’. It simply 
means ‘about’. The li-wε tells us that Obia is talking about herself, i.e. that the 
reference is to the subject of the sentence. 
             
 (c) omini   o -yini        me ri-a       -ba :ŋa         wo:l   li-wε  
      Omini  he-told  Mary-obj     it-is-about    body  his 
      “Omini told Mary about himself.” 
* The anaphoric element cannot be co-construed with Mary, but must refer to the 
subject, in this case, Omini. The /–a/ suffix identifies the proper name as obj. of the 
verb. 
 
          (d) omini   o -yi ni        m:n     -ba :ŋa        wo:l     li-m:n 
      subj.  he-told      us          it-is-about   body      our 
      “Omini told us about ourselves.” 
       
 (e) bε :n      bi ma :  (kə   a -wo:l  li -bε)    mbə          obia                  o -kə i  
    children  those  (by  bodies   their)   whom-obj.   subj.-Obia     she-gave 
    “It is the children (themselves) that Obia gave…” 
     
 (f) obia    o-kə :     ŋ wε nε    kə     ŋ gə m    ŋ wε  
     subj.    she-saw book    at      back     her 
     “Obia saw a book behind her.” 
 (g) omini     -dε i       wo:l      li-wε      ŋ wε nε    i ma : 
      Omini   3sg-buy   body  poss-3sg    book    the 
      “Omini bought the book for himself.” 
* The following is your comment on this, lifted from p.20 or so: 
2.1.4 A3g. Is this strategy only possible for either direct objects, where this is a DO by 
virtue of the dative construction? Is there a dative alternation here (e.g., with an overt 
benefactive preposition), and if so, would the result be just the pronoun inside the PP? 
No, this construction does not allow an overt benefactive prepositonal phrase> The 
only other way of saying the same thing is to introduce another verb, like this: 
 omini     -dε i          ŋ wε nε        i ma :     o-k wo:l      li-wε    
 subj.     he-bought   DO-book  deiect. he-gave DO-body his  
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 ‘He bought that book for himself’ 
More example: 
omini      -dε i                mbu          lu ji 
subj.        he-bought       DO-goats  DO-food 
‘Omini bought food for the goats’ 
 
omini      -dε i           b               lu ji 
subj.        he-bought  DO-them     DO- food 
‘Omini bought them food’ 
 
omini      -dε i           y               lu ji 
subj.       he-bought  him                food 
‘Omini bought himself food’ 
The only reason I know that y means ‘himself’ is because it agrees with the subj. in 
number. But wo :l li-wε in this position is more emphatic than just saying y. 
  
  
 
 
         A4 (a) obia   wo :l          li -wε   li -tum     li -dε           wε  
                  subj.-body  her     it-very   it-endears  her (dir. obj.) 
          “Obia likes herself” (lit. “Obia, her body much endears her.”) 
* This is the same structure that appears in A2e, and appears to be limited to 
predicates like ‘like’ and ‘hate’.  /obia/ is an obligatorily dislocated NP indicating 
the owner of the body. bia kf kw  Obia leg her means ‘Obia her leg’, which 
translates as ‘Obia’s leg’. When two NPs are placed side by side, and the first is a 
proper noun, the proper noun is identified as the owner of the second NP. 
 
 (b) obia    o-gə n    wo:l    li-wε    blə :l 
      subj.   she-put  body   her      fear 
      “Obia scared herself.”  (lit. “Obia put fear into her body.”) 
 
 (c) obia    o-kə :yi   wo:l    li-wε    ye gə :gə:  
      subj.   she-give   body  her     trouble 
      “Obia is worrying herself.”  (lit. “Obia gives her body trouble.”) 
*wo :l    li-wε is first obj., while ye gə :gə: is second direct object. 
 
2.1.5  (no new strategies) 
 
        A5 (a) ŋ -kə :    wo:l    li-mi  
         I-saw  body   my 
         “I saw myself.” 
 (b) a-bə :            kε ŋkøŋ   
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      you-cut   you     knife  (you is 1st dir. obj., knife 2nd dir. obj.) 
      “You cut yourself with a knife.” 
* Your comment is lifted here: 
 
2.1.5 A5b. The use of DO-agree here seems like it could be a matter of an inherent 
reflexive. Is there a difference in the choice of DO-agree vs. Poss-agree if the act of 
cutting oneself is intentional, (e.g., “John carefully cut himself” (e.g., to appear gravely 
wounded when he was not) as opposed to slipping and cutting himself on the knife he 
was holding? What would happen for A5b if you translated it with the Poss-agree 
strategy? Is the DO-agree strategy used for inherent reflexives (verbs that cannot have a 
non-reflexive object, like English “John perjured himself”?, see section xx). This seems 
related to the inalienable gestures with possessives, like A15c - what do you think? 
There is emphasis when you use the Poss-agree strategy, as we saw in the example I 
have just commented upon, but no intention is ever implied. What tells you that a 
verb is used reflexively is when there is DO agreement with the subj. NP when a DO 
is present OR when the verb itself is inherently reflexive as in kaba ‘to wash 
oneself’ in the next example. 
 
 (c) nə     y -kaba 
      fut.    we-wash 
      “We will wash (ourselves).” 
* The final low tone on the verb is part of the future marking, along            
with the /nə/ particle/clitic. The verb is intrinsically reflexive. 
  
 (d)     ba:        ka :m    wo:l    li-ba : 
   imper-subj    help    body   your    (The presence of ba: is for emphasis). 
      “ Help yourselves”  
* The poss. adj. li-ba : tells us that the action of the verb is reflexive, because it 
agrees with the subj. which is 2nd Person Plural).  
2.1.6 (a) no new strategies 
      A6 (a) omini   o-yi:mə      kε  wo:l    li-wε 
       subj.    he-know   has  body   his 
      “Omini knows himself.” (lit. “Omini has known his body.”) 
 (b) omini   o-nikə :yi          wo:l       li-wε       kobi  
      Omini  3sg-HABgive body   poss-3sg   fault 
               “Omini habitually criticizes himself.” 
 (c) omini    o -tu:m        o -so      wo:l      li-wε       ke kpo:mə  
      Omini  3sg-very   3sg-like   body  poss-3sg     praising 
     “Omini very much likes praising himself.” 
* Your comment lifted from below: 
2.1.6 A6c. This looks like a control structure, insofar as two verbs are involved, but the 
position of the poss-agree structure is to the left of the subordinated verb (or nominal). If 
it is control, then presumably the infinitive (or nominalized verb) has an empty PRO 
subject that is the intermediate antecedent for the poss-agree form. By contrast, this 
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example does not look like it permits the same analysis as A6b, which is plausibly like a 
dative structure with “fault” as the transferred theme. Whether it is control or not, it is 
still odd that the Poss-agree form is to the left of the last verb. Would the word order be 
the same if we had “Mary” in the position of “body-poss” or is it the reflexive itself that 
is causing this word order? You may choose to hold off on these comments until A9g. 
/kekpo:mə / is functioning here as a verbal adj. and adjj. always come after the noun 
they qualify. Thus, luji  kejimeans ‘food eating’ as in ‘He likes eating food’ 
becomes ‘He likes food eating’  otum  o-so luji  keji. So any noun, including 
Mary, will have to come before the verbal adj. 
  
           (b) no new strategies 
       A7 (a) wε :n   wa nwa na :ya   o-kpe :nə    o-kə         wo:l  li-wε  
          boy         every         3sg-look  3sg-see  body  poss-3sg 
          “Every boy saw himself.” 
          -a more unambiguous example of SVC’s in Lokaa 
 
 (b) banε :n   bi ma :   e bə :    ya -yini     wo:l    li-bε        -ba :ŋa  omini-a 
     women   those  all     3pl-tell  body  poss-3pl 3sg-is about omini-obj 
      “All the women told themselves about Omini.” 
 (c) tisa      wa nwa na :ya   o-yi ni      omini-a        je :n      lε-wε  
    teacher       every       3sg-tell  Omini-obj    name poss-3sg 
     “Every teacher introduced himself to Omini.” (lit. “Every teacher         
told Omini his name.”) 
 
 (d)  bε:n        bi di     ya-ka :mi    wo :l       li-bε      njə unjə u 
     children   some    3pl-tell    body   poss-3pl    alone 
       “Some children help themselves only.” 
 
 (c) no special forms for honorifics 
        A8 (a) ya -kə :   wo:l    li-bε  
        3pl-see   body poss-3pl 
         “They saw themselves.” 
         
        A9 (a) omini    o -bi      obia    wo :l    li -wε       li-tum     li -dε        wε  
         Omini  3sg-say  obia   body poss-3sg  3sg-very 3sg-like  3sg 
         “Omini  said that Obia loves herself.”  (lit. “Omini said that (as             
for) Obia, her body much endears her.”) 
         -same construction we see appearing in A2e and A4a 
 (b) omini     o -woi     obia   wo:l     li-wε         tə       li-dε            wε  
       Omini  3sg-want  Obia  body  poss-3sg  that  3sg-please   3sg 
      “Omini wanted Obia to love herself.”  (lit. “Omini wanted (for)          
Obia her body that it please her.”) 
* Your comment: 
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A9a-b) These examples are interesting in that it is not clear how clause boundaries are 
playing a role here. The a,b examples turn out to have a verb in the lower clause that 
induces fronting of the reflexive in simple sentences (as in A2e and A4a) and these do not 
appear to have complementizers, which, it seems, are otherwise present (correct me if I 
am wrong) for examples with “praise”. Would the presence of a complementizer be * 
here? Where would it go if it is possible?  
This structure looks like fronting or cleft. It is like that because of the verb ‘like’ 
and it will be the same for ‘hate’. Obia has to come at the beginning of the second 
clause to ensure that the reference to the ‘body’ for the reflexive is to her and not to 
Omini.  So the  wε  which is DO in Lokaa is actually subj. in English, and the person 
doing the liking is Obia. There is no conjunction in Lokaa to mark off the end of the 
main clause from the subordinate one. The interposing of the NP Obia would 
ordinarily have been the subject of the subordinate clause, except that with this 
particular verb the subject in English is rendered as obj. in Lokaa. By putting Obia 
at the beginning of the clause, it is taken that it is the subj. and the DO is referring 
back to that subj.I think Seye comment that the reflexive unit is apparently found in 
Spec-CP in these cases is probably correct. 
 (c) omini      -ba la         ε      obia   tə   o-kpo :mə     wo:l     li-wε  
      Omini  3sg-thought  3sg  Obia that 3sg-praise   body   poss-3sg 
      “Omini thought that Obia should praise her body.” (lit. ?) 
Seye’s Comment: will question further about this sentence, particularly after the          
modal, the presence of 3sg in matrix clause, and the tonal variation  on the 
complementizer.  
*Your comment: 
Now with A9c) we see a complementizer with a different tone than the examples that 
follow and with the curious presence of 3sg after the verb, as Seye points out. Is the 
complement of “think” taking a focus construction or cleft of some kind? Suggestions? 
The c-e examples take a full clause without an infinitive or nominal verb and appear to be 
pro-drop - comment if you see any reason to doubt this is so. 
The presence of 3sg in the matrix clause makes the verb reflexive because Omini 
was thinking to himself. The tone on the 3sg is dictated by the preceding tone of the 
verb. The tone on t is always L; any other tone mark on it, as in the following two 
examples, is wrong. 
 The verb bala ‘to think/ remind’ is a transitive verb that normally takes 2 
DOs. In the above ex. the  is the first DO, and the clause is the second DO. S o if I 
were to say ‘I am yhinking of you’, it will be rendered as ‘I am thinking myself you’. 
The clause here ‘Obia…’ is replacing ‘you’ in the structure. The tones in the 
subordinate clause are determined by t syntax. 
 
 (d) omini     o -jəi     obia   tə      o-kpo :mə     wo:l    li-wε  
       Omini 3sg-tell  Obia that   3sg-praise  body poss-3sg  
      “Omini  told Obia to praise herself.”  (lit. “Omini told Obia that         she 
praise her body.”) 
 (e) omini  o-wo:yi      tə     o-kpo :mə      wo:l     li-wε  
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      Omini 3sg-want  that   3sg-praise   body   poss-3sg 
    “Omini wanted to praise himself”  (lit. “Omini wanted that he praise     his 
body.”)  
 (f) omini   o-yo:yi    ε tε m     o-bi     obia   nə   o-kpo :mə   wo:l  li-wε     
     Omini  3sg-kept  heart  3sg-say  Obia  fut 3sg-praise body poss-3sg 
     -it is unclear to me how this ought to be glossed.  will question        
informant further.  
 (g) omini     o -pu      obia      o-kpo :mə -i        wo:l     li-wε   
      Omini  3sg-hear  Obia  3sg-praise-prog?  body  poss-3sg 
      “Omini heard Obia praising herself.”  
     -progressive is likely marked by low tone on subj agr morpheme as        
well as /i/ suffix 
 
2.2.1 
     A10 (a) ntoga     o-bə       abam        i se :n.      ŋwə     o-kə :      isufa 
        Ntoga  3sg-say Abraham yesterday.   3sg   3sg-saw  Isufa. 
        “Ntoga spoke to Abraham yesterday.  He saw Isufa. 
 (b)   abam       mi n  ki :ŋ g?       ŋ-kə-ε 1      kə      ε pla  
      Abraham     ?        ?       1sg-see-3sg    in   market 
        “Where is Abraham?  I saw him in the market. 
 (c)   yo-kə :-.     a -kə      m:n    kε   
      1pl-see-2pl.  2pl-see    1pl    part.? 
    “We saw you.  Did you see us?” 
 
2.2.2  
 -Lokaa has subject and object pronominal forms, and, for singular objects, offers 
the choice between strong and weak forms.  The subject form can be used for emphasis 
as a dislocated object.  The examples illustrate the clitic form of the object pronoun and 
the focused pronoun. 
   
              Subject    Object
 1st  sg:     ami             mi n/-N 
  
         o-kə -m      kε                        a mi ,    o-kə -m        kε  
     3sg-see-1sg  part.                    1sg  3sg-see-1sg   part. 
     “He has seen me.”         As for me, he has seen me.  
   
  Subject    Object
      pl:     am:n      m :n  
     
 2nd  sg:    a wu      w/- 
                                                 
1 The schwa deletes when the suffix is/begins with a vowel.  Thus,  /ŋkə-/ → [ŋk-].  this process will 
hold throughout, although I refrain from noting it further in the interest of economy. 
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          o-kə -       kε                        a wu,     o-kə -       kε   
     3sg-see-2sg  part.                      2sg  3sg-see-2sg  part. 
     “He has seen you.”                     “You, he has seen.”    
         
       pl:    aba :         ba  
 
 3rd  sg:     ŋ wə      wε /-ε  
      
        o-kə -ε        kε                ŋ wə ,    o-kə -ε         kε  
    3sg-see-3sg part.                        3sg  3sg-see-3sg  part. 
           “He  has seen him.”             “As for them, he has seen them.” 
 

 m and a mi    ok  m k – he has seen me 
                    Ami, ok  m k – as for me,  
                                                  he saw me. 
 and a wu    ok    k  - he has seen you 
                     Awu , ok    k – you he has seen 
 
E and nw  
Mn and a mn          Dislocated pronouns. 
Ba  and a ba a  
B and mb    
        

 
2.2.3 Null arguments? 

 
Omini o-yi i m  k o bi  
 
1st and 2nd can employ form without needing an antecedent, but the 3rd needs a 
salient antecedent. 
 

2.3 Reciprocal conference 
1. Agreement – pronoun 
2. Verbs which are independently reflexive or a null form. 
3. Woo l liw to refer to subject. 
 

2.3.1. wool liw can have a reciprocal meaning 
 
Bn bi ma a  yak   b 
Bn bima a  ya k    wo ol li b 
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Idi-idi / bidi -bi di  
             For reciprocals – each/bidi-bidi 
Bn bi ma a    ya bn ye du  /lexical entry 
 Boys   the       they-gave- blows 
                         Each other 
 
 
 
 

1. Bn bi ma a    bi di -bidi         ya a yi . 
                                   one-another   ya a pu. 
 
 Dn              ya /nn  

                         To do       n – to do 
                                         nn 

 
2. mechanism for reciprocity 

(a) n            to do 
nn     to do to each other 

       (b)  b              to cut 
  bn     to cut each other. 
       (c)  kpee n      to look at 
             kpe nn    to look at each other 
 
 
 
A 11 (a) (i) Ba nn      bi ma a     ya kpe nni 
                  Women      the        they-look-at-each-other 
                  ‘The women are looking at one another. 
 
 (ii) Ba nn   bi ma a    ya kpe e n I bidi-bidi 
                                            they-are-looking-at    

        “The women are looking at each other (as individuals).” 
    (b) Be e n          bi di      ya koi               mb   bi di . 
         Children      some  they-wash       those others. 
          The children washed one another. 
 
    (c) yann      ya wa i           bi di -bidi      le tu           
          people      they-comb   each-other  head 
          “The people combed each-other’s hair. 
 
    (d) yakpn      i kpe                        (Reciprocal) 
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          Bidi-bidi yakpen  ikpe 
 
 

            (e) Be n bi ma a      ya fongn  nif             (Reciprocal) 
                  Ben bi ma a      ya woon   bi di -bidi      inf 
 
            (f) Bi di -bidi         ya too akkna        k   tm. 
                 One another   they-carried anger in the market 
                  They were angry at each other. 
 
 
 
A12     (a) ya na n    bi ma a     ya kn oyin. 
        They spoke to each other about bill. 
 
 (b) yase e n   bi ma a     ya nn  b   oyin  
                  The visitors          spoke to each other. 
 
 (c) yabl     ya nn  b              yayin 
      The chiefs  they-did    themselves  stories 
       They told themselves stories 
 
 (d) yayon     liko l  k  lik  lib. 
 
 
A13 (a) yokn 
       We met (saw) each other. 
 (b) yaye ni   t ya ka ma na    wool  liba a  
 (c) N  y  ka ba  
 (d) yanitum   ya kni   ko bi. 
 (e) Bn    soosoo     ya wonni  mf. 
 
 
2.4.1 Possessives, alienate and inalienable. 
A15 (a) Omini     odooyik    nnikpa    nw 
                  Omini     lost has       shoes     his 
 
 (b) Omini     ga bi       kb 
                   omini     he-lifted  hard  
 
 (c) Omini      o b            knk   k   kb 
                                 He-out him   knife      on      hand. 
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           (d) Omini     o kpe e n      k  kb  kw    sa mmm 
        omini      he-looked    at   hand       his        carefully. 
 
2.4.2 Reflexives in nominals 
   A16 wool   ke pu   s   omini   ke n I   obia 
  tm    e burw      Ke  
 Lukpa kpa i   j  Omini   lo kbi  Ke   Obia   tm. 
 
   A17  Ojin   w   Omini    ooi   ba a a  
 Woo l    liw 
 Tisa      w    tm. 
 Speech which Omini did about body his pleased to teaches his heart  
  
 
 
 
3.1   Marking 
 
Y1: A translation of the French example into Lokaa will be 
 
 Ya ki           wool       li b    kobi  
             They-gave   bodies   their    fault 
  ‘They blamed themselves’ 
 
 Yakn          kobi  
             They criticized each other 
 
Y2: omi ni          nw                okpei     wool   liw  li ma a n 
            NP-subj    EMPH. PRO    he-pays  body   his    money 
 ‘It is Omini who pays himself.’ 
 
Y3: omi ni          nw                okpei  Ubi-a   lima a n 
                              himself        he-pays   Ubi     money 
 ‘It is Omini who pays Ubi (money).’ 
 
NOTE: 
 
The reciprocal reflexive is conveyed by the verbal suffix -n, while the simple 
reflexive is conveyed by wo ol ‘body/bodies’ in the appropriate possessive pronoun 
referring  to the NP subject of the sentence or clause in which it occurs. 
 
3.2. Productivity. 
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3.2.1. The -n strategy is ‘extremely productive’ in that it can be attached to virtually 
any simple verb to convey the meaning of reciprocity. 
 
The wool + Poss. Pronoun Strategy 
 
 wool  li mi   ‘my body’ 
 wool  li wu  ‘your body (singular)’ 
 wool li w ‘his body’ 
 wool  li mn ‘our body’ 
 wool  li ba a  ‘your body (plural)’ 
 wool li b ‘their body’ 
 
is equally productive in that it can be used with most verbs of action, especially those of 
‘doing’ and ‘giving’. 
 
List of 21 verbs reciprocal reflexives: 
 
k  ‘give’ 
b     ‘cut’ 
te e  ‘sing’ 
ji ‘eat’   ‘eat each other’s food’ 
tm ‘push’   tmn ‘to push each other’ 
fi i  ‘kill’ ‘from both sides’ 
bnn ‘to help each other to lift a load’ 
ymi ‘wake up’ 
ka a mi  ka ma na  ‘to assist each other’ 
k ‘see’ 
wa  ‘drink’  wa a na   ‘to drink with each other’ 
ye e l ‘call’     ye n 
puw ‘hear’ 
toon ‘give away’ 
ta  ‘shoot’      ta a na  
ta a    ‘investigate’  taa na  
koom ‘wait’  komn 
ji nn   ‘borrow’ ji n     
toli ‘refund’ 
j ‘say’  ji n  ‘say to each other’ 
toli ‘refund’ 
f    ‘write’  fa na i 
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It was not difficult to make out these verbs. 
 
3.2.2. Yes, to verbs of action. 
 
3.3. 
 
3.3.1. The two strategies are natural. 
 
3.3.2. No special intonation is necessary. 
 
3.3.3.  No. 
 
13.1. Yes. 
 
3.3.4. No. 
 
3.4. Morphology 
 
3.4.1. For -n strategy – no obvious lexical translation. 
 For wooli w e.g. means ‘his-body’ 
 
3.4.2. Yes. The noun ‘body’ wo ol is an ordinary noun; the possessive pronoun is also 

like any other pronoun. But used together after a verb requiring 2 NP-objects, 
then wool +Poss. Pronoun offers a reflexive meaning. 

 
3.4.3.  Omini o-kpe e   woo l      li-w           limaan 
                                     NP-obj.   Poss.Pn.   NP-Obj 
 Np-subj    he-pay  body        his        money 
 ‘Omini paid himself (money)’ 
 
 Li -w:  the li  – prefix is a nominal class agreement element. 
    the w- stem is a personal pronoun element.  
 
3.5. The Agreement Paradigm 
 
 myself  li-mi  

ourselves li-mn 
 
yourself li-wu 
yourselves li-baa  
 
himself, etc. li-w 
themselves li-b 
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The person agreement portion –mi, -mn, etc. refers back to the NP-subj of the 
sentence, the possessor of the body. This agreement is comparable to what you have in 
the Greek example. It agrees with the antecedent NP in person and number. 
 
3.6. Insertion with verb morphology 
 
3.6.1. What happens in Loka a is that the form of - n is modified somewhat on 

account of vowel harmony and phonological rules. Examples: 
 

Ya dm  bi ma a   ya tun    tun  ‘collide’ 
people    those   they-collide  with each other 
‘those people collided head-on’ 
 
Ya dm  bi ma a   ya ma na na    ma na    ‘hold’ 
                           They-held-hands-together 
‘Those people held themselves together with their hands’ 
 
Ya dm  bi ma a    ya pon  poo ‘abuse’ 
                           They-abuse each other 
 
Ya dm  bi ma a    ya fnn   fn ‘add’ 
                           They-combined (to do something) 

 
3.6.1 The Verb ‘to run’ tuk cannot be used with this strategy. 
 
3.6.2 Verbs denoting actions that cannot be done reflexively are in compatible with this 

strategy. 
 
3.6.2.1. Tense: Past, present, future 
 

Mood: Indicative; subjunctive for temporal and conditional clauses;    
            interrogative; imperative. 
 
Aspect: Present continuative; perfective and imperfective. Examples of this are  
            found in my thesis. 

 
3.6.2.2. The difference between B3 and B4 verbs: 
  B4 verbs can take 2 arguments, whereas B3 verbs cannot. One of the arguments  
   in B4 is wo ol lib which will render the sentence reflexive. 
 
3.7. Non-Coreference Uses 
 
The n strategy is always reciprocal. The  wool liw strategy is not reflexive if there 
is no second NP- object. 
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3.7.1 I can’t think of any now. 
 
3.7.2 Nw – a pronoun is used to emphasis the NP-subject 
 
3.7.3 I can’t think of an example yet. 
 
3.7.4 The use of the word ww and its paradigm which mean ‘one by one’   

distributive? 
 

3.7.5 Deictic use – as in nw ‘himself’ and its paradigm. 
 
3.8. Not quite clear. 
 
PART 4 Exploration of Syntactic Domain 
 
 
X1 (a) *Omi ni      o -woli  
  NP-subj   he-hit 
 ‘Omini hit’ 
 
     (b) Omi ni      o -woli   woo l liw 
                                         body   his 
 ‘Omini hit himself’ 
 
     (c)   * B- Omi ni          ya- woli  
                Omini and co   they-hit 
 
     (d)  B- Omi ni   ya- woli  wool lib 
              Omini and his friends    hit themselves 
 
     (e)    B- Omi ni   ya - won bloo 
                                 they-hit   each other things 
 ‘Omini and his friends hit each other with different objects’ 
 
      (f) *Omi ni      o -woli    
                              he-hit   him 
               ‘Omini hit him’ 
 
X2 (a) Omi ni      -ka ba  
                                       He-washed 
  ‘Omini washed’ 
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The verb kaba  ‘to wash’ has an implicit reflexive meaning and will not take either 
strategy. 
 
X3 These sentence cannot be meaning in Lokaa . The two Lokaa strategies cannot  fit 

here for testing. 
 
4.1  Clause-mate Co-construal 
4.1.1 Verb class restrictions 
4.1.1.1 Canonical Transitives 
 
C1(a) a -Bob ok 
                Bob  saw   X 
 
     (b) ya nn i ma a  ya k  X 
             woman  that    she-saw  X 
 ‘That woman saw 
 
 
     (c) a woli   X –a  kf 
                you(PL) picked X 
 
       (d)    yata        X 
                ‘they praised’ 
 
4.1.1.2 
  


